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The Roswell Bail

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 4, 1905.

VOLUAIB 3

930 Last Night, The

Died At

A LOSS

INAUGURAL

CEREMONIES

FAIRBANKS
AND
ROOSEVELT
TAKE OATH OF OFFICE.

THE PRESIDENTS SPEECH

Fairbanks Sworn Into Office as Vice
President in the Senate Chamber,
and Roosevelt in Front of the Capi
tol The Scenes and Events Attend
ing the Ceremonies.

Washington. D. C. Mar. 4. Theoof New York and
Charles Warren Fairbanks of Indiana today were inaugurated respectively President and Vice President of
the United States. The Inauguration
of President Roosevelt was made a
festal ceremony In Washington. The
city is a symphony in color. A blaze
of decorations greets the eye at every turn, and the National emblem
floats from every staff.
The President's reviewing stand
'is directly in front of the White
House. It is handsomely constructed
and beautifully decorated with flags
and laurel. The seats in the stand are
occupied by the families of personal
friends of the President and
members of the diplomatic
corpss members of the senate and the
house, members of the supreme court,
governors of states,' prominent officers of "the army'and navy, the chairman of the Republican national committee," members of the inaugural
committee and the press. Opposite is
a stand .for the general public which
seats more than six thousand. Early"
in the day. Pennsylvania avenue was
dore Roosevelt

Vice-Presiden-

thronged

decreed that Mr. Fairbanks shall preside for the four years to come. Plain
and "democratic though the ceremony
waa. it attracted to the Senate a ga
therlng of notable people, many of
them of such importance that, in ac
custom.
cordance with
their appearance was heralded with
pomp and platitude sufficient to atone
for the simplicity of the official acts
of the occasion, If not to quite overshadow them. These guests includ
td the foremost representatives of ENORMOUS BATTLE NOW RAG
the official life of the capital city, forING BELOW MUKDEN.
eign and domestic, civil and milita
ry, and also many other persons of
prominence from all parts of the
country.
On the Senate floor, with his cabinet were the President of the United
THE JAPS WIN
States, himself ' about to be inaugura
ted; the Diplomatic corps, the Su
preme Court of the United States,
the House of Representatives, the Ad
miral of the Navy, the Lieutenant
General of the Army, the governors General Kuropatkin is in an Exceedof the states, and others distinguished
ingly Dangerous Position and May
by reason of position or achievment.
Landing
Troops
Be Surrounded.
These sufficed to tax the capacity of Near Vladivostock. Czar Will Con
that part of the hall, and they were vene Representative Assembly.
splendidly supplemented and surround
ed by the attendance in the galleries
consisting in large part of the wives,
relatives and friends to the men who
occupied seats below, many of them
as distinguished in private and social
St. Petersburg. Mar. 4. The battle
life as the others in the public ser- raging at the front has assumed enorvice.
mous proportions. Already one of the
Practically all the variety of hue Associated Press correspondents pla
and vivacity of scene came from the ces the Russian losses at 30,000 and
galleries, for aside from the decora those of the Japanese at 40,000. It is
tions worn by the foreign represen added that the attempt to draw the
tatives and the gold lace with which net around Kuropatkin has not yet
the uniforms of the few army and na- succeeded. Kuropatkin has been com
vy officers present were decorated, pelled to abandon Gaotu pass.
m
m
9
there was a dull level of black and
brown on the first floor. This monoHis Position Dangerous.
tony was relieved somewhat in the
Berlin, Mar. 4. A dispatch to the
background by a sprinkle of gold on Tageblatt
from St. Petersburg says:
the gray walls of the chamber, but it "General Kuropatkin in a telegram
was not sufficient to compensate for which' a
wived here last night said
the absence of animation which on- 260 Japanese had broken
through the
ly the ladles with their flowers and
Russian left wing and that they were
ribbons and feathers, could contribute
off from the remainder of the arThe section of the ga'lery usually de- cut
my.
voted to the private use of the Sena
At ten o'clock another dispatch
tors was
entirely surrendered
Kuropatkin said: "The Japan
' from
to what may be called the Executive
party, and was occupied by the fami ese are marching on Mukden. My position is extremely dangerous." In
lies and immediate friends of the government
circles today in Berlin
President and the
and
a
conviction
is
there
that Kuropatkin
of the members of the Supreme Court
fully
been
has
defeated
and part of
and Cabinet. The front row of seats
army
dispersed
his
and
that
the railon one 6ide of this section was filled
probably
of
Mukden
will
road
north
by the members of the President's
household, and the corresponding row be cut.
on the other side by those of the Vice
War Almost Forgotten.
President's, Mrs. Roosevelt and the
St. Petersburg, Mar. 4. The Impewife and mother of
Fairbanks being prominent among rial rescript announcing that Emperor Nicholas has decided to convene
them.
The Diplomatic gallery, which is an assembly of elected representararely occupied by more than two or tives of the people to elaborate and
three persons at a time was crowded consider legislation has produced a
by the wives of representatives wonderful effect. The war and battle
of the various foreign embassies arid below Mukden- are forgotten. The rescript is hailed by many as a second
legations, all manifesting much
emancipation proclamation.
on Page Two.)

t,

with people.

The weather was clear and pleasant. It rained during the early hours
of the day, but by 7:30 it ceased and

the cjouds rolled away.

Oneof the features of the day was

the guard of honor formed by the

time-honore-

to-da-

OF

d

70,000

y

.

I

Vice-Preside-

nt

;

Vice-Preside-

Rough Riders. They surrounded the
President's carriage and accompanied
him from the White House to the
capitol. where the oath of office was
administered, and thence to the White
House again, where a light luncheon
NEW IMMIGRATION COMPANY
was served. The Rough Riders again
formed around the carriage and ac- Local People
Interested in Pecos Valcompanied the President to the grand
ley Land Development.
parade
reviewed
the
stand where he
in his honor.
C. W. De Freest recently returned
from Chicago where he secured apWashington. D. C. Mar. 4. In the pointment as immigration agent of
s
presence of as many of his
the Santa Fe System. The new comthe
crowded
be
into
could
as
pany has already established offices
Senate- chamber, Charles Warren in the Great Northern Building, ChiFairbanks was at Sigh noon today cago, and In- Roswell.
inducted into the office of Vice PresiThe style of the concern will be
dent of the United States. The cere- the DeFreest-Drape-r
Land Co. and
mony was quickly followed by the W.
R. Draper will be in charge of
of
flsal adjournment of the Senate
the Chicago branch. The plan will be
the 58th Congress, the beginning of a
are already
one.
a special session, an address by the associated with thisThere
promiconcern
Vice President and the swearing Into nent and reliable real estate men of
memoffice of almost a third of the
each point in the Pecos Valley, which
bership of the Senate. All these off- insures Its success.
Hon. Jerry Simpicial acts took place in the chamber son
will personally conduct the exJust before the Inauguration of the cursions which are to be run twice
President and were to reality, while a month, and the company will have
themselves of great Import, the pre- its own cars.
lude of the more important event.
Movements ' will ' not be directed
The installation of the new Vice President was severely simple, and as toward one point in particular, but
be genera In character and benebrief as simple. It consisted of a pro- will
to each point from Roswell to
ficial
uplifted
with
solemnly
made
mise,
Lakewood.
hand and bowed head, to perform
the duties of the office and to support This is a long felt want In the Valand defend the Constitution of the ley, and this project should have the
United States. This was the oath of hearty support of its resident. Busioffice, and It waa administered by ness will be conducted on a fair mar'
Senator Frye as president pro tem- gin of profit, thereby eliminating the
pore of the-- Senate. The two officials feature of people going away with
stood confronting each other on the fictitious Ideas of land values which
elevated platform on which rests the are exceedingly reasonable at prespresiding officer of the Senate, prac- ent for an Irrigated district.
now has traveling
tically on the same spot on which, all The company
the- - north agents with literathrough
the
for
Presidents
Incoming
Vice
the
past fifty years have stood, and where ture, stereo pt icon views and pictures
Pecoa Valley.
all advertising
m majority of American freemen hav
to-da-

y

d

fellow-citizen-

-

-

'

.
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A Hot Engagement.
Gen. . Kuroki's Headquarters, Friday, Mar. 3. The hotly contested engagement since midnight across the
Shahke river is still progressing late
this afternoon under conditions entailing great hardship upon the attacking force and favoring the defending entrenchments. A large Japanese contingent which crossed the
plain directly west of Witosan in the
darkness succeeded in gaining the
first line of Russian trenches to the
great astonishment of the Russians.
The Russians have since made fierce
resistance in the second line of trenches on the summits of the foothills,
and the Japanese are attacking them
spiritedly.

Approaching Vladivostock.
Vladivostock, Mar. 4. Two thousand Japanese troops have 1 ami ad at
Sheng Shin, northward of Corea to
which place they were conveyed by
steamers from war ships. A flotilla of
torpedo boats covered the landing.
Tokio is Uninformed
Tokio. Mar. 4. Aside from brief
official announcements, the army department remains uninformed of the
trend of events in Manchuria. It is
evident tere is considerable activity along entire front, which is estimated to be ninety miles long, but
It is considered doubtful if a general action has begun.
'
It is announced from headquarters
of the Japanese armies In Manchuria
that the fighting on the right, center
and left is resulting in steady Japanese gains. The Japanese, it la added.

NUMBER 3

Statehood Bill,

have defeated the Russians at

Sinnin-tin-

.

U. S. WEATHER

STATEHOOD

Bomb Exploded.
Warsaw, Mar. 4. A telegram from
Lodz says a bomb Vas exploded today In the mansion of M. Pozenanski.
a millionaire cotton manufacturer!
and one servant killed. His employes went out on a strike yesterday.

IS DEAD

.

--

SEVEN KILLED.

THE BILL DIED OF INACTION
LAST NIGHT.
Special Train Running in Two Sections. First Stopped and Second' Ran Into It.
Pittsburg. Pa., Mar. 4. After the
most certain investigation it is now
practically certain that the list of
dead caused by the collision last
FAILED TO AGREE
night between two special trains
containing among other passengers,
a number of members of the militia
on the way to the inauguration of
the President, will not exceed seven.
The list of injured will reach forty, Conferees Could Not Get Together on
six or sevn of whm ar liklyii
a Report. The Bill Will Come Up
six or seven of whom are likely to
Again and is Expected to Be on the
die. The train was running In two
Calendar Within Two Weeks.
sections. The first section of the train
was delayed by a hot box and the
second section ran into it while a
brief halt was being made.
--

o

THREE

FEET

IN

HONDO.

It Would Take Two More Feet to Put
Water in Streets of Roswell.
There has been a gradual increase
in the amount of water in the Hondo
river for the past few days and the
rise reached its most rapid rate last
night when in a space of twelve hours
of a foot. At
it came up
sfrx o'clock yesterday evening the gov
ernment guage showed that there was
2 and
feet of water in the river,
and early this morning the amount
was increased to three and four-tenths feet,, which Is the highest the
water has been since the flood last
fall. It would take a continued rise
of two more feet to throw the water
out of the river bed into the streets
of Roswell. The rise at this time of
yer.r is very unusual, and is thought
to be caused by the melting snow in
the mountains. So Ions: as it melts
gradually there is no danger. The on-- '
ly condition that is likely to cause a
flood is a warm rain on the snow that
would cause It to melt' in one body.
six-tent-

0

S
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Washington, D. C, Mar. 4.
The statehood bill died last
night at 9:30. At that time
the conferees on the bill part
ed not to meet again during
the 58th congress. The conferees could not agree on a report. Within two weeks it is
expected the bill will again
be placed on the house calen-

BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
Roswell, N. M., Mar. 4. Temperature. Max., 67; min., 43; mean, 65.
Precipitation, 00; wind S. W., velocity 2 miles; weather foggy.
Forecast,
,
For Roswell and Vicinity: Partly
cloudy tonight and Sunday. Stationary temperature.
M. WRIGHT.
Official In Charge.
companying Mr. Cheney was his wife,
who was formerly the eminent actress
Julia Arthur. They were on their
way to California.
ARRESTED IN QUEBEC.
Gaynor and Greene Brought to
treal to Complete Extradition Proceedings.

Mon-

Montreal, Can. Mar. 4. Messrs.
Gaynor and Greene were arrested In
Quebec today for the purpose of bring
ing them to Montreal to complete extradition proceedings. They are wanted by the United States authorities
in connection with the Savannah river contract.
JUDGE LEA'S SUUCCE8SOR.
Karl Snyder is Appointed by Judge
Pope and His Term of Office is
for Four Years.
Judge W. H. Pope; presiding offof the district court, today appointed Karl Snyder, of this city, U.
S. Commissioner, his term of office
expiring four years from the time he
takes the commission, which will be
immediately. This is the office made
VRcant by the death of the late Judge
F. H. Lea.
icer

o

dar. A special rule will be
forthcoming to put it through
without protracted delay. It
is believed that with the long
session before it the bill can
be passed by the senate and
the house.

Eighth Grade B's Entertain.
The eighth grade class entertained
the high school students Friday afternoon, rendering a program of fifteen
numbers, consisting of readings, recitations and music. The older students
greatly enjoyed the program as prepared by their juniors.

Evidence in Wildy Lea Case.
Judge W. H. Pope arrived last
night from Portales and will be here
until Sunday afternoon, when he will
go to Carlsbad to open court. A number of Roswell people will go to the
o
opening f curt. Today Judge Pope
heard the evidence in the application
o
HER FATHER KILLED BY TRAIN.
for a guardian rfo Harry Wildy Lea,
AGAIN A SCENE OF ACTIVITY.
in the sale of some real estate. The
Bad
Mrs. Clinton P. Poe Receives
News and Leaves for Her Old
case
will be finished Monday at Carls- Camp
Has
Resumed
Reservoir
Hondo
Home in Missouri.
had.
Work at a Lively Rate. Steam
Mrs. Cora Poe. wife of Clinton B.
Machinery Cannot Work.
Poe of South Hill, received a mes
Returning
from a visit at the HonEnnis Post's Bond Reduced.
sage last night bringing the sad
The application under the habeas
news that her father had met death do reservoir last night. Engineer W.
the camp has corpus law for a reduction of the
in a railroad accident at his home M. Reed reports that"
apbusiness-likagain
resumed
its
bond of Ennis Post has been granted
a
by
over
was
run
in Sr. Louis. He
pearance
was
the
at
aside
laid
that
by Judge Pope, and the amount of
Missouri Pacific train. His name was
continued spell the security now demanded is $250
J. B. Sterrett, and he was well ad- opening of the recent
is in each of the three charges of for
vanced in age. Mrs. Poe left this mor- of bad weather, and that the work
Friday,
rapid
rate.
going
a
on
at
now
gery that have been brought against
ning for St. Louis, where she will atwas there, all of the teams Post. It is understood he will be able
tend the funeral and remain for two when hecamp were
being worked, but to furnish the bond.
in the
weeks with home folks.
o
the earth is still too damp to permit
o '
machinery.
steam
use
of
the
the
Boykin
Not Ended.
Case
PICTURES THAT TALK.
o
The application of Doss Boykin for
RESORT. the right to give bond was heard by
The Scheme of a Roswell Merchant MRS. GARST BUILDING
to Boost Business.
Judge Pope at Portales, but the argu
There is nothing that does so much i Roswell Lady is Starting a New En- ment will not be heard until Monday,
terprise Near Weed, N. M. Acto aaa to tne auracuveiiess 01 nu am- vhen the attorneys will take up the
tual Work Begins Next Week
vertisement as some good cuts well
case at Carlsbad.
Boykin will be
;Mrs. C. E. Garst, of this city, is es- brought to Roswell to be kept in Jail
placed, and followed up by appropriate wording. The cuts themselves tablishing a new enterprise in the here until the application for a writ
will draw the attention of the readers form of a health and pleasure resort of habeas corpus is passed upon. He
but is is much better if they are fol to be located
in the Sacramento is charged with murder and has been
lowed up by reading matter explain- mountains, three miles west of Weed, denied bond.
N. M. The altitude is 7,500 feet and
ing them. Such cuts talk.
o
Morris Price, of Price & Co., be the climate is' said to be fine. Mrs.
Bennett Landed on a Witness.
lieves in advertising. He has tried it Garst advertises good water and plenR. H. Bennett appeared before Jus
and knows that it brings results. He ty of fine timber and shade, as well tice Poage Friday night and paid a
further recognizes that cuts talk. His as very reasonable rates. The actual fine for assaulting Joe MeKee, local
ad. of yesterday in the Record was work on the resort is to be commenc- editor of the Register. McKee was a
an extremely good one. In it he intro- ed next week.
witness in a land contes t case in
duced a scheme cf giving .away picwhich Bennett's wife was defendant.
tures. Look up a Record of yesterday JULIA ARTHUR GOES THROUGH. and his evidence was against the inand read his ad.
terests of the Bennett family. While
Rolling Palaces of Two Prominent talking about
o
the case in front cf
Men in Railroad Circles With
building
Friday evening
Tannehill
the
Friday.
Eminent Passenger.
Only Two Deeds
Ony two deeds were filed for recThe train from the Northeast Fri- Bennett struck McKee in the jaw beord Friday in the office of Probate day evening carried two extra coach- fore the editor realized that he was
Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle Fri- es. They were the elegant special in a fighting mood. McKee was not
day, as follows:
cars of two prominent men in rail- hurt.
o
GarA.
to
Thompson
J.
road circles, one of them prominent
T.
James
He Wants an Accounting.
and a frac- in local circles and the other promirard for $2,500, forty-on- e
Gatewood & Bateman, attorneys.
tion acres in sections 25 and 26 twp. nent in the wider circles of the east.
10 S., range 24 E.
One of the cars was that of Avery have filed suit in district court for
David A. Bevers to Frank F. Hull Turner, of Amarillo. the vice presi- Monte Z. Miller against Walter F.
for $4,160, one hundred and sixty ac- dent and general manager of the Pe- White and the First National Bank,
res in .section 23, township 13 south cos Valley Lines. His wife was with in which he asks that they be enrange. 25 east. t
him. They went through to Carlsbad joined from selling or disposing of a
and will return to Roswell to remain note for $26S which he gave White
Pecos Valley Views.
until Sunday morning. The other car and which White sold to the bank.
For fine views of anything In the was that of B. P. Cheney, of Boston, until he can have an accounting with
Pecos Valley, go to Walton's Studio. Mass.. one of the large stockholders White, who- was formerly his partner
:
8tt
and directors of the Santa Fe. Ac- in the cattle business.
Senate Took Recess.
Washington,' Mar. 4. The senate
took a recess" for thirty minutes after
announcing
that ' the appropriation
bills had been signed by the presiding officer, the last of these measures
being the general deficiency measure

e

--

'

--

-

Inaugural Ceremonies
(Conlnued from Page One.)
an arrangement which was necessary
considered an exceptional ceremony.
Directly opposite that quarter numerous members of the newspaper frater
nity" occupied their usual piaces In the
Press gallery, most of them diligently
engaged in portraying the Interesting
scenes about them. Other portions
of the gallery were given over to per
sons holding special tickets. Every
niche, and cranny was filled, but the
careful prearrangement which limit
ed the number of tickets to the exact
unseera
capacity of the hall
ly crowding."
.

The gallery visitors were
all in their seats before the official
guests began to male their appearance. Tli's" circumstance was due to
the fact that while the officiate were
detained until a specified time, the
gallery doors were openel at eleven
o'clock, and ticket holdew permitted
to enter any time thereafter. They
found more of the star performers in
their assigned places, if Senators may
be expected, but that wait was not
long, and In the meantime the gal lei y
visitors easily devised entertainment
among themselves. The senators, ma
nv of them sbowinr- fRtiie as .he re
sult of recent irr.T ?v"rs of labor
were grouped together compactly on
the Republican sdde r.f the chamber
to. make room f r other dignitaries.
erness to witness what they evidently
The two big round faced gold clocks
which front with solemn mien and
in stately service from the north and
south walls of the Senate Chamber,
had measured the time up to 11:45
when the first of the special guests
arrived. These were the members of
the House of Representatives. They
had marched over' in a body to the
quarters of the Senate through the
long corridor from their own hall
at the other end of the capitol. head
ed by their redoubtable leader, Speak
er Cannon, with all the assurance of
an invading army, and when the south
doors of the Senate Chamber swung
open and Assistant Sergeant-at-arm- s
Layton announced "The Speaker and
the House Representatives," they
walked proudly to the seats assigned
them on the Democratic side of the
chamber, accepting as their due the
honor done them when, upon the
stroke of the gaval of the President
pro tempore, the Senate and its visi
tors rose as one person to welcome
-

then.

The Speaker had scarely taken his
seat at the side of the presiding offi
cer, and Senators and guests had not
more than resumed their chairs, when
the doors again parted, and Alonzo
H. Stewart, also Assistant Sergeantheralded in genuine feudal
style the approach of the Diplomats
headed by Count Cassini. dean of the
-

s,

corps.

"The ambassadors and ministers
plenipotentiary", he said in ringing
tones, and again upon the fall of the
gaval, all came to a standing posture,
while

Sergeant-at-Arm-

Ransdell

s

es-

corted the foreign dignitaries to their
places franting the presiding officer
The foreigners attracted much attention, and the brilliancy of their dress
and the distinction of the gentlemen
themselves, were the subject of much
admiring comment.
Events followed quickly. From this
time until Senator Fairbanks began
his address the Senators and their
visitors were kept quite constantly
engaged in rising to receive newcom
ers. The ministers were sharply fol

lowed by the Supreme Court, official
ly gowned in long Monkish robes and
with Chief Justice Fuller, distinguish
ed in appearance, leading the van.
The judiciary was In turn succeeded
by Lieutenant General Chaffee, Chief
of Staff, and his aid, who were seper-atelannounced as the representative
arms of the gov
of the two war-lik- e

y

facing the other spectators. He had
gone directly to bis seat, looking
scarely to the right or to the left, but
of the
evidently never unmindful
splendid scene about him. Once at
the place"a8Slgned him, he threw himself Into his chair with wonted vigor,
and Immediately became visibly
of his splendid environment. He
has once before been a participant
In an Inaugural ceremony, but then on
ly as the recipient of second honors.
He was there now as the head of the
people of the- nation, and by right of
their choice and be looked the part.
His manner was that of a man who
appreciates responsibilities and at the
same time feels capable of assuming
them self conscious and self reliant,
the object of all observation and alive
to all surroundings.
But the Chief Executive had very
little time for reflection." Inauguration
time bad arrived. The man who had
shared with him the honors of the
last election had been ushered in In
the person of Senator Fairbanks, and
was even now standing where on the
Fourth of March 1901, Mr. Roosevelt
himself had stood, to take the oath
office. Sena
of the
tor Fairbanks had been escorted by
the committe on arrangements to the
platform on which sat President Pro
tempore Frye and Speaker Cannon
the former of whom was on the eve
of performing the last act of his pres
ent term in that office by administer
ing the oath which would made Mr.
Fairbanks not only
but also the permanent presiding offi
cer of the senate.
Senator Frye does all things with
promptness
and decision. The two
official time pieces were agreed In
proclaiming the hour of 12, when ac
cording to the requirements made and
provided, the 58th Congress must
come to a close, the 59th Congress
be started on its career, and the new
presiding officer introduced and instal
led. Mr. Frye had already said fare
well; the visitors were in their seats
Not a moment was lost. Rising in
front of the slender but towering
form of his successor, the President
pro tempore repeated to him in the
form of an official oath the few im
pressive words which transformed the
Indiana leader from the position of a
senator to that of Vice President of
the United States. The ceremony did
not consume to exceed two minutes
cf time, but It was conducted with
such dignity and solemnity as to
make a lasting Impression on all pres
ent. Profound stillness characterize
the dense assemblage while it was in
progress, none present apparently fail
ing to appreciate that an act of sacred national import was being per

,

--

On

Vice-Presiden-

t,

formed

The oath concluded, the two
participants shook hands cordial
ly, and Mr. Frye spoke a few hurried
words of congratulations. With a last
positive thump of the gaval, the Maine
Senator relinquished his position as
president pro tempore by announcing
the final adjournment of the 58th Con
gress. Without a look backward, he
vacated the seat he had occupied for
almost four years, stepped from the
presiding officer's platform to the
Senate floor and there took his seat
to listen with other senators to the
address f the new Vice President.
Mr. Fairbanks bad no difficulty on
being beard. He spoke deliberately
and distinctly, his voice, so well tried
during the past campaign,
easily
reaching all parts of the chamber.
The address received careful atten
tion, and at its conclusion the Vice- President instructed the secrerary of
the senate to read the President's
call for an
session of
the senate. The reading .accomplish
ed and the Senate of the 53th Con
gress thus Installed, Doctor Edward
Everett Hale, the venerable chaplain
of the Senate, came forward to deliv
er the opening prayer of the first ses
sion. In response to a quiet signal
extra-ordinar- y

stow es
IK

conveniences

FISHING FOR LUMBER?

Immediate use.
POPLAR PINE, OAK, REDWOOD,
etc., any length or width, for any purpose. There is more trouble In having
nothing to do than in having much
to do with our lumber. The Joists
of your bouse. If of our stock, will
outlast your life, and then be good.

East Fourth StreV.

um

m

II

at

The same price in proportion will prevail on our entire
stock of stoves, but for Monday only. "

NOUC

ROCK.SLAND.STOVECOj

Furnitur e

Ullery
from the chair, the Senate and its
guests rose and stood while Doctor
Hale in his usual impressive manner
uttered the invocation.
The organization of the Senate
was then completed by the swearing
in of Senators elected to serve for the
next six years. They appeared in
platoons of four in alphabetical order
at the desk of the Vice President,
each being accompanied by his colleague. The oath was adminstered by
Mr. Fairbanks, and in each case was
immediately followed by signing the
Senate roll of membership. This ceremony concluded the day's session and
the Senate adjourned to the outside
platform to witness with others the
inauguration of President Roosevelt.
The official guests left the chamber
in order the reverse of that in which
they had enter, and were closely followed by the visitors in the galleries.
The arrangement for the exit was excellently contrived, the departure was
without confusion or disorder, and on
ly a few minutes were' required to
clear the hall.
The Inauguration of Roosevelt.
4.: President
Washington, March
Roosevelt took the oath of office before a vast gathering of the people he
has been elected to serve. The attend
ant scenes were not unusual. Inaugurations from the time the east front
of the capitol first became the setting
for the ceremony have been much the
same. Many of the central figures have
officiated in like capacity on other occasions when presidents have acceded to the highest office in the grift of
the American people. Chief Justice
Fuller, in adminstering the oath, repeated a solemn function he has performed four times, today his last.
Yet with all this repetition, nothing
was jaded and everything appeared
new.
The great crowd assembled for the
crowning of a day full of features,
cannot be estimated even by comparison. It extended far beyond
the
reach of the voice and was so densely packed as to carry the stage out
of the sight of many. The capitol
plaza; resourceful in accommodating
the thousands eager to view the cere
mony was completely filled. People
came by its numerous streets and
avenues, which, like so many yawning, ravenous maws, greedily swallow
ed the throng until every coign of ad
vantage was occupied. The trees bar
ren of foliage, carried their hu
man burdens on limbs capable of bear
ing the weight of man or boy, and so
as the terraces and marble
steps of the Library of Congress thou
sands stood.
Hours before the ceremony could be
expected to take place the people
sought the most advantageous positions. They came by every means of
conveyance,
carriages discharging
their occupants blocks away, and cars
in steady streams unloading
their
far-awa-

ea from which the unlicensed vehicles
were excluded. The number of con
veyances of all kinds was totally in
adequate to meet the demands of the
public.
The scene was one of remarkable
animation. Those who sought places
maintained a running fire of raillery
and pushed and jostled each other,
the sound of their voices mingling
with the shuffling of feet on the asphalted plaza. It was a cosmopolitan
public, varied and inclusive, taking
In those who from force of circum
stances and lack of opportunity were
unable to gain desirable places to
view the grand procession that was
to follow. Although the ceremony
differed little from those that have
preceded it, in the great aea of spec
tators probably there was a larger
number of representative Americans
than any inauguration has brought
to Washington.
The eastern states
were rivalled in point of attendance
"
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ernment.

Gradually the hall was filled, and
the scene had become more and more
animated, until for the last time in
connection with the occasion, the
doors were opened to admit a guest.
He was the guest of guests the Pres
ident the President and the Presi
dent elect. Theodore Roosevelt.
"The President and his Cabinet'
proclaimed Sergeant-a- t arms Ransdell
In well modulated phrase.
Again all were on their feet, and
again was attention sharply fixed. In
me enure assemmage mere were com
paratively few who could not boast
personal acquaintance with the Chief
Executive, but this fact did not 'pre
vent a general craning of necks to
observe him on this, the crowning occasion in his career. All eyea were
turned upon his as, .accompanied by
the Congressional Committee and the
members of the official household, he
strode down the center aisle of the
chamber tn the wake of the convoying . Sergeant- - at arms, who placed
him in a big red leather chair Immediately in front of the presiding offi
cers' desk, where, himself an interest
ed spectator, and still flanked by the
committee on arrangements, be sat

Monday it i s Qui

i1

Co.

THE LEADERS.

by reason of President Roosevelt's
Did You Know That The
great popularity in the middle and far
West. Delegations were present from
every one of the insular possessions.
Mi
Many of them had never seen the capinnumber,
the
large
itol and, to a
FOR RENT.
auguration of a president was wholly
Right here in your own city, is b.
FOR RENT. Store building,
25x90.
strange.
good place to get counters, wall
Apply
&
Kellahin
Calfee.
cases, store fixtures, store fronts,
During the hours Intervening bestore doors, all kinds of screens,
tween the gathering of the crowd and FOR RENT. Nice three room house
ami in fact, nearlj anything you
letting
was
no
ceremony
very
cheap,
on
N.
there
Pecos. Record
the
want? We can make it. Give
office
borne industry a trial.
down of the tension of interest. The
passing of a uniformed horseman was FOR RENT. Four room house on
We Make Mission Furniture.
sufficient to call forth cheers, alAlameda street, with water. Inquire
militia
though in some sections the
at Price & Go.'s store.
tiide showed signs of restlessness.
FOR
RENT. Furnished rooms, with
outThis was true particularly on the
ALL KINDS OF
bath, electric lights, phone priviskirts of the throng where, pressed by
leges.
701
Inquire
N.
Richardson.
many
constantly arriving recruits,
'09 tf.
struggled to get nearer to the point
of interest. The effect on the densely
packed multitude was a continuous
WANTED.
surging backward and forward a turWanted at once. ticket to Kansas Sidewalks, curbing and gutter work.
bulent sea of humanity.
Concrete houses wilh cement finish
07t3
City. Record office.
The rendezvousing of the troops,
inside and out. Concrete reservoirs,
WANTED AT ONCE. Two boys dams and tanks, cisterns, steps, celcommittees and civic societies, enterhorses to carry papers. Record lars retaining walls, etc. Fourteen
tained the crowd throughout the long with
office.
years in the business. All work guarwait Incident to the schedule.
The movements of the gathering WANTED: Two subscription can- anteed to be done promptly and propvassers. Address E. A. Dalbrait, erly.
troops and organizations were not all
'09 t3.
City.
the crowd had for its entertainment.
Directly in front preparations were WANTED: Stenographer, man preClair & Pettey,
in progress for the inauguration itferred, apply to K. K. Scott. Bixby
self. A monster stand in the form of
'09 t3.
Building.
Post-officBox 531
an open amphithetre had been erec
WANTED. One man's and one woa
on
of
ted
line with the rotunda
the
man's ticket to Kansas City or to
capitol and there decorators were en
Springfield, Mo., at once. Record
gaged in arranging for the ceremony
2t2 Grand
office.
Hotel.
and ushers busied themselves learn
by
WANTED:
Position
woman,'
ing the sections to be assigned to the
chamber, dining room or house
AnERICAN PLAN.
various officials and distinguished
work, experienced. Call or address Largest
guests.
and Best House iu the Pecos
'09 t2.
215 N. Pecos St.
The stand itself was of symmet
Valley.
rical architectural proportions, on
J. W. STOCKARD, - Manager.
different plan from those used in for
LOST.
mer years. For this occasion it had LOST. Fountain pen. Reward given
been built in the form of a semi-ci- r
to person returning same, to Rec- A. W. Whitlock.
E. C. Jackson.
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ord office.
which was placed a pavilion for the
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President's personal use. The amphi
NOTICE.
Composition, Pitch....
theatre accommodated nearly 7,000
persons. Jutting out from the main
party
who picked up a little
If the
and Gravel Roofing...
entrance the platform, with its dec black curly dog near 420 N. RichardAll kinds 'of Prepared Roofing for
orations of flags, bunting, palms and son wants to avoid trouble he will re- Sale.
Repair work promptly attendflowers was in brilliant contrast to turn the dog at once.
ed to. AH work guaranteed. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
the naked purity of the stately capi
FOR SALE.
tol, on which, by act of congress no
LAKE ARTHUR, NEW MEXICO
decorative draping is permitted.
FOR SALE. Ticket to Kansas City.
Some time before the beginning of
Record office.
the inaugural ceremony several thousand persons holding tickets entit- FOR SALE. 200 head stock cattle.
95tf.
Geo.. Cazier, Hotel Shelby.
ling them to seats on the stand be118 North Main Street.
gan to take their places. By twelve FOR SALE. Lady's bicycle. Tires
MERCHANT
TAILOR.
o'clock, the human garden, which had
almost new. A bargain. Call at this
flourished in the senate and house
office.
2tf
Pressing, Cleaning, Dyeing and Regalleries, was transplanted to the op FOR SALE. Ten to twelve tons of pairing. Satisfactory work guaranteed. Suits made to order.
en air amphitheatre. The brilliant
stacked corn fodder. Apply at Reccostumes of the women gave to the
ord office.
tf
scene the finishing touch of color.
Added to the acre of people seated,
Cheap.
Well established DR. FRANK
For Sale
N.
BROWN,
who looked down upon ten acres
g
business, in flourishing
standing, were hundreds banked upon condition. Also household goods. ApDENTIST.
every projecting ledge of the capitol ply to Mrs. Haynes, over Morrison's
and filling the windows.
Ct3
store.
Over
Office
Roswell National Bank
At about one o'clock the official
e
phaeton, Special attention paid Pyorrhea (loose
party came through the main door. FOR SALE. A
steel frame, rubber tires, good as teeth) and Orthodontia (irregular
Cheers were sent up from the enthu
cases. Phone 146. Residence
siastic multitude, all eyes were direcnew. This is a high grade vehicle. teeth) 353.
Pbone
ted that way and strained to get the
office.
Apply
at Record
first glimpse of the President. Shouts
of "There he Is" were heard frequent- FOR SALE. Cheap, for cash. Brood
ly, but in nearly every instance the
sows, shoats, young pigs. Would
cry was sounded in false alarm.
exchange
for first class milch cow.
was
dramatic.
The official entrance
SPECIALIST.
Box 36, Hagerman. N. M.
6t6
All except those who were participat
ing in the ceremony
were seated.
EAR,
NOSE & THROAT.
EYE.
When the Justices of the Supreme PRESS FOR SALE. The Record of
Office:
fice has for sale one Cranston Office Hours:
Court, with the exception of Chief
Oklahoma Block.
press, seven column folio. Is in 9 to 12 a. m.
Justice Fuller, emerged from between
2 to 4 p. m.
the Corinthian pillars and marched
good order and wHl be sold at a
down the sloping carpeted aisle to
bargain.
tf
their station, they were greeted with
applause. The justices wore their
.
robes and
Then came the
members of the diplomatic corps in
Dr. King
their gorgeous uniforms and they evo
640 acres of eood land in Artesian
ked thunderous applause. Led by
Belt for Roe well property. Address
Count Cassini, the Russian ambassa
corps,
dor and dean of the
and fol
Building;, W. and St HIGGINS & WELSH, - Artesia.
lowed by the others in order of pre Office Lea
247.
cedence, they took seats on the right
Pbone ( 1f Office
Residence 389.
of the stand. Strolling in after them
members of the cabinet, senators and
representatives in congress.
Throughout this scene the demeanor
ATTORNEY-AT-LAof the multitude was. that of Interest
years experience in land
Twenty
prosand expectancy.- The enticing
practice at Garden City, Kan., and
pect of seeing gorgeous and . stately
all the land offices of Oklahoma. Ofpageants in review detracted In no
fices at Artesia and Roawell.
(Continued on Page Three.)
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CREAMERY.
the century and a quarter of its national life is' inevitably accompanied
by a like growth in the'-- problems
Captain Jason W. Jamtt Gives His
Reasons for Being In Favor of ;
which are ever before every nation
Plan.
to greatness.. Power- invarises
that
(Continued from Page Two.)
riably means both responsibility and
why
I
reasons
would favor a
The
manner from the' keen interest .in the danger. Our forefathers faced cercreamery
Hagerman
W.
In preference
H.
Drashner went to
less brilliant program in immediate tain perils which we have outgrown.
last night.
prospect. The attraction responsible We now
to any other plan are, first, that the
face other perils the very
Fresh flower seed at the Alameda farmers get all of the benefits ; secfor the assembly of so vast a throng existence of which It was impossible
'
was demonstrated by the tremendous
Greenhouse.
05tf
ond, many creameries fall down beburst of applause which heralded the that they should foresee. Modern life
You get the best service at the fore they get on their feet, as it
is both comp'ex and intense, and the
President's approach.
3t3
Taking as a signal the arrival of tremendous changes wrought by the Star market.
were, that is before the farmer learns
Mrs. Roosevelt and a party of friends, extraordinary
Dr. Joyner made a professional trip
developindustrial
and a moment later of Vice President
difference between a good cow
to
the
night.
'
Artesia
last
Fairbanks and his escort, the ap- ments of the last half century are
G. T. Peeler went to Dexter last and a sorry one, and the difference
plause subsided to await the coming felt in every fiber of our social and
of the man of the hour. Suddenly the political being. Never before have men night for a week's visit.
in the amount of cream he will get
crowd on the stand began to cheer. tried so vast and formidable an expaper, paint and glass at the from a cow that has been well fed
Wall
up
by those immediat
This was taken
7tf and one
ely in front of the platform.
The periment as that of administering the Pecos Valley Lumber Co.
that is run on an ordinary
military presented arms, the commit affairs of a continent under the forms
B.
to
went
Zink
John
Lakewood
pasture
without
other feed. As the
tees uncovered, and soon the great of a democratic republic. The condi- this afternoon- for a short visit.
sea of people was waving hats and tions which have told for our marv
cream is paid for in proportion to
E. D. Kinsinger returned this morflags and shouting itself hoarse.
which have ning from a business visit in Artesia. the amount of butter fat in It, the
President Roosevelt came forth elous material
from between the massive pillars qui developed to a very high degree our
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Singleton re- particular breed of cattle used makes
etly and composedly. He was escorted energy,
and individual turned to their home in Dexter last no difference. While the Jerseys as
Fuller. With meas initiative, have also brought the care night.
I by Chief Justice
tread In harmony with the dig and
a breed excel as butter producers.
I ured
anxiety inseparable from the ac
15,000 rolls of wall paper, all 1905
nified step of the Chief Justice, the
President advanced in state down cumulation of great wealth in indus patterns, at the Pecos Valley Lum- many Holsteins. Durhams, Devona
the long aisle of distinguished guests. trial centers. Upon the success of our ber Co.
7tf and Alderneys have been good butBy this time all were standing and experiment
depends;
only
not
much
nothing could be heard above the as
S. W. Loving was up from Artesia ter producers.
regards our own welfare, but as yesterday
roar of thunderous welcome. Immedlooking after business intThe butter maker at the creamery
iately following came, arm in arm. regards the welfare of mankind. If erests.
tests the milk from the farmers'
the members of the committee on ar we fail, the cause of free
Carload of seed potatoes to arrive
rangements. As the President passed
throughout the world will rock next week. Roswell Produce and cows without charge. The farmer
down the aisle he bared his head and
takes a small amount of milk from
with characteristic sweep of his hat to its foundations; and therefore our Seed Co.
2t2
bowed in acknowledgement
of the responsibility is heavy, to ourselves,
each cow in a separate vessel to the
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Birney came
salutation from the stand and the ova- to the world as it is today and to
tion from the people. His manner the generations yet unborn. There is up from Dexter this morning to visit butter maker.- He makes the test and
relatives.
was not that of a man incurring onerwith that information before him the
ous responsibilities, three years in no good reason why we should fear
& Petty, best sidewalks. All farmer knows which of his cows are
Clair
future,
every
but
reason
the
is
there
the White House having familiarized
him with the duties of the high of- why we should face it seriously, nei- cement work guaranteed, first class. valuable and which should he dis
05tf
fice to which he was to be inaugurahiding from ourselves the gravi- Clair & Petty.
carded from the herd.'
ted. While he waited for the applause ther
ty
Do- G.
A.
Mrs.
son,
problems
Richardson
of
and
us
the
before
nor
fear
to die out he stood in triumph, with
point is this, that those
Another
to Artesia last night for
no show of vanity, with no evidences ing to approach these problems with novan.went
selling
days'
a
or cream to a creamery
milk
few
visit.
enmity. apparently no the unbending, unflinching purpose
of political
memories of the campaign gone by. to solve them aright.
O. B. Burnette and Howard Ringo cease to make butter, at home for
and nothing more disconcerting than
Tuesday for Seattle, Wash, on the use of the family. They get it
Yet, after all. though the problems aleave
a huge gathering of loyal Americans.
prospecting visit.
new,
though the tasks set before
creamery at the same price
At a sign from Chief Justice Ful- are
Sam Wells left last night for Hag from the
ler the ' Clerk of the Supreme Court us differ from the tasks set before erman.
pays them for butcreamery
expects
that
the
he
a
where
to
make
stepped forward holding a Bible. A our fathers who founded and preser
visit of indefinite length.
relieving
thereby
ter
hush fell over the crowd. The Presi- ved
fat,
the family
this republic, the spirit in which
dent raised his right hand and the
Call up the Alameda Green house of a great deal of work and at the
oath to support the laws and consti- these tasks must be undertaken and for good, fresh Kentucky blue grass
same time the family gets a better
tution of the United States was rev- these problems faced, if our duty is
05tf
erently taken amid deep silence. to be well done, remains essentially seed and sweet peas.
class
of butter than they can proWhen this had been concluded there unchanged.
F. F. Hull returned to his home in
We know that self-gowas practically no demonstration and
duce
at
home.
Dexter last night
a two days'
the President began his inaugural ad- ernment is difficult. We know that no visit with friends inafter
city.
this
creameries have pro
dress. As soon as he finished speak- people needs such high traits of charMr.
S.
Cox
and
Mrs.
W.
child
and
ven
as
ing he
successful
far as I have been
the capitol and as acter as that people which seeks to
ren left today for their home in Have-loche disappeared within the building govern its affairs aright through
everywhere
to
they have
learn,
the
Iowa, after living here for five able
a signal wa flseahfsdr 112aoHoy
been put up. They are run in the
a signal was flashed to the navy yard freely expressed will of the freemen months.
guns was who compose it. But we have faith
and the roar of twenty-onJ. C. Meek left today for his home same manner and on the same princibegun in official salute to the Presi- that we shall not prove false to the in Carthage, Mo., after an extended
ples as any other company or corpodent.
memories of the men of the mighty prospecting visit here. He may return
The President's Address.
ration. The stockholders
elect a
past. They did their work, they left later to buy land.
."My Fellow Citizens: No people on
W. P. Wood returned last night board of directors who manage the
"heritage
splendid
we
now
en
the
is
earth have more cause to be thank- joy. We in our turn
Burnett, Texas, bringing home
have an assured from
ful than ours, and this is said rever-entlwith him his aged mother, who will business. Their term of service Is
we
to
confidence
be
able
shall
that
isually one year. Payments for milk
make a visit here.
and in no sense of boastfnlness
eave
in our own strength, but with grati- larged this heritage unwasted and en
Land for rent 720 acres, from one- - are usually made monthly, and as an
our children and our chilhalf to one mile from Artesia. Two old farmer In Missouri remarked to
tude to the Giver of Good who has dren's to
To do so we must
children.
blessed us with the conditions which show,
wells. Any size tracts. Apply me, it comes in like a pension.
artesian
not merely in great crises, but to
R. Hodges, Artesia.
have enabled us to achieve so large n
John
the every day affairs of life, the
JASON W. JAMES.
a measure of well being and of hapJ. W. Gilliam, one of the Hondo res
of practical intelligence, of
piness. To us as a people ir has been qualities
contractors. returned last
hardihood
and endurance, orvnir
Gives Health, Vigor and Tone.
night from his home in Hillsboro,
grant! to lay the foundations of courage,
power
and above all the
of devotion Tex., where he went after his wife.
our national life in a new continont. to
is a boon for sufferers
Herbine
a lofty ideal,
made great the
When you see the red pail with the By its use the blood is quickly regenWc are the heirs of the ages, and yet men who' foundedwhich republic
in the green label, you will know
this
we have had to pay few of the penal-tip- days
that the
color becomes normal.
which made
of Washington,
pure lard put up by the erated and the
contents
which in old countries are ox- - great
are
men who preserved this re
the
drooping
strength is revived.
The
Packing Co. 92tf
acteO by the dead hand of a bygone
public in the days of Abraham Lin Diamond Ice and
languor
diminished. Health,
is
The
oblig
civilization. We have not been
Dr. Yater is now officing at the old
coln.
predominate.
vigor
tone
New life
ed to fight for our existence against
and
Judge Lea office, one door west of
any alien race; and yet our life has
Notice of Sale.
happy
activity
Mrs.
Belle
and
results.
where he was with Dr. Joyner. His
No. 587.
called for the vigor and effort withphone number at his office is now H. Shirel, Middlesborough, 111., writes
out which the manlier and hardier Western Grocery Co.,
2t2
145.
"I have been troubled with liver comvirtues wither away. Under such conPlaintiff,
&
Building
Loan
As
Roswell
plaint and poor blood, and have found
The
,
ditions it would be our own fault if
vs.
we failed: and the success which we J. M. George and Nancy Ann George, sociation has a few thousand dollars nothing to benefit me like Herbine.
to loan pn improved city property. I hope never to be without it. I have
have had in the past, the success
Defendants.
information inquire of J. M. Reed,
For
fuconfidently
Counwe
In the District Court of Chaves
believe the
which
my
Secretary.
ltf wished that I had known of It in Valty, New Mexico.
ture will bring, should cause in us
60c.
Pecos
lifetime."
husband's
no feeling of vainglory, but rather a
Notice is hereby given that I have
160 acres patented land for sale
deep and abiding realization of all levied on, seized and, on Monday, the 3 miles southeast of Hagerman or ley Drug Co.
which life has offered us; a full ac- 6th day of March, 1905. at 2 o'clock chard, $10 per acre.' Must be sold at
Notice.
knowledgement of the responsibility p. m., will sell at public vendue to once. See abstract and papers at Ros
All the regular physicians of Roswhich is ours: and a fixed determina- the highest bidder for cash, at the well National Bank.
2t6
well have agreed to adhere to the foltion to show that under a free gov- door of the Court House in Roswell,
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Moore left today lowing charges for visits:
ernment a mighty people can thrive Chaves county. New Mexico, lots for their home in Seiling, O. T. They
Day visits inside city limits, $2.50
best, alike as regards the things of nine (9) and ten (10) of the Haynes have been here since last May for
of Mrs. Moore's health to $5.00.
the body and the things of the soul. Subdivision, being a part of the the benefitvisiting-Mrs.
D. Shanahan.
Day visits outside city limits, $2.60
Much has been given to us, and southeast quarter of the southeast and were
thirty-D. E. Dozer, who has been here vis to $5.00, and $1.00 per mile or fracSEVi) of section
much will rightfully be expected quarter (SE
his brother. Rev. C. L. V. Dozer, tion thereof.
(31) in township ten (10) south iting looking
from us. We have duties to others, one
after business for the
visits inside city limits, $4.00
(24) east, in and
and duties to ourselves; and we can of range twenty-fou- r
past week, left today for his home to Night
$10.00.
county,
a
.
according
to
become
the in Defiance, Ohio. He expects to re
said Chaves
shirk neither We have
Night visits outside of city limits,
great nation, forced by the fact- of its official plat of said Subdivision on turn the last of the month with a party
of
investors.
to $10.00, and $1.60 per mile or
oth6ffice
file
with
Clerk
of
greatness into relations
in the
the
the Probate
Stf
Three homestead claims were filed fraction thereof.
Recorder of said Chaer nations of the earth; and we must and
o
the government land office Friday.
behave as beseems a people with such ves county, the property of the afore- in
There were no desert claims. The
Notice to Investors.
responsibilities. Toward all other na- said defendants in the above styled trial
of the contest of Mary L. WilI have for sale two desert assign
tions, large or small, our attitude and numbered cause.
son against Josephine Bennett occu
That such sale is made by virtue pied the attention of the officers of ments. 640 apres, 2 miles from Artesia
must be one of cordial and sincere
all fenced and cross fenced, and one
friendship. We must show only in our of and in compliance with a decree the office all afternoon.
of the big artesian wells on the high
words tout in our deeds that we are of the said District Court in said
Fish and oysters fresh twice a point of said land so all but about
earnestly desirous of securing their cause, made on the 31st day of Oc- week
3t3 10 acres, can
at the Star market.
be irrigated, price $22
and whereby
good will by acting toward them in tober. 1904, wherein
per acre. " If you want it, better see
recogsaid defendants were adjudged to be
a spirit of just and generous
me soon.
nition of all their rights. But justice Indebted to said plaintiff in the sum
J. R. BLAIR,
and generousity in a nation, as in an of $149.35 and costs of suit and esArtesia, N. M.
foreclosing
a
certain
individual, count most when shown tablishing and
o
not. by the weak but by the strong. mortgage lien on the above describCured Consumption.
While ever careful to refrain from ed real estate in favor of said plaintMrs. W. B. Evans, Clearwater, Kan.
wronging others we must be no less iff and ordering' same sold to satisfy
"My husband lay sick for
writes:
insistent that we are not wronged said indebtedness, costs and the costs
three months. The doctors said be
ourselves. We wish peace; but we of sale, as I am commanded in a cerhad quick consumption. We procured
wish the peace of justice, the peace tain order of sale issued out of said
a bottle of Ballard's Horehound SyrLof righteousness. We wish It because court on the 3rd day of February,
up, and it cured him.' That was six
we think it is right and pot because 1905. and that said costs of court
years ago and since then we have al-- ,
we are afraid. No weak nation that amount to the sum of $20.58, and the
ways kept a bottle in the house. We
acta manfuly and justly should ever said costs of sale to the Bum of
do without it. For coughs and
cannot
strong
no
cause
$25.55.
us,
to fear
and
have
colds It has no equal." 25c, 60c and
power should ever be able to single
Emmett Patton. Roswell. New Mex$1.00 Pecos Valley Drug Co.
na out as a subject for Insolent aggres ico, is attorney for plaintiff.
'
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STYLISH SUITS.
Witness my hand this 4th day of
sion.
The Roswell Telephone Co. lar getOur relations with the'other powers February, 1905.
ting out a new directory, and aay
K.' S. WOODRUFF.
of the world are important; but still
& Eberwein subscribers who wish names or nummore important are our relations Sheriff of Chaves county. New Mexico
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We Always Have The Best.

Pecos iValley Lumber Co
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Wall Paper, a I 1905 Stock,
Bugg Paints, any color,

lass, cat to any size,
Floorlac, a Perfect Floor Finish,

v

k

Brushes,
Lacqueret, makes your old furniture look like new, Paint
Sherwin-Wil- l
linnf Rrnnhes. Drv C&lors. Oil. Lead and Turpentine,
-.
iams Ready Mixed Paints, Varnish of all kind- Special Interior Colors ;
Mnreeo, for wall finish; a full line of
a wall finish, Varnish,
Floor Paims, inside aril out, also Hickory, Oak, Poplar and Cypress.

City Heat Market
IFOR ALL KINDS

OF

Home Killed and Kansas City Meats,
Also Oystern, Fishl Poultry, Etc.

Prices Reasonable. Cuts
made to boirdinjjrlhouses. Coupon Book $20 for $19;
$10 for $9.50; $51for $4.75, for cash. Full weight and
courteous treatment. Give us a trial.
FCR SUNDAY DIN I ER. Kansas City Ribs, Roast and Steak.
Imb, Veal, 8pare Kill and Sausage. 31bs Steak for JHo. 31bs Lard
25c, Good Roasts 8 anJ 9c per pound. Give us u. trial. Prices cheap
I
for cash.

C.
I

Atl

M.

TROWBRIDGE

DISHM

OF

--

THAT

GREEN- - RiVER,

WITHOUT

A

SOME

IIP

LOCKED

&

CO.
(AILED

WHISKEY

THE

HEADACHE.

NoV and for eight years continuously, the official whiskey of the U. S.
Navy Hospitals. I also carry a full lia a of California Wines and Fruit
Brandies. I guarantee you the purest and best that money can buy.

John

B.

Kipling,
HORSE

Proprietor

SHOE SALOON.

e

s
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Land For Sale!

rlajrerman-Feli- x
district 18 to 22 miles south of Robwell you can'
In the
buy on'easy terms, level, fertile, valley lands WITH GOOD WATER
$40.00 PER ACRE
located near P. V. R. R, and shipping
This property i conveniently
on the globe where sucn
point, And we know of no irrigated country you
want a home or an inlands dan be had at price above named. If can be
had and pick out a
it
vestment in the Pecos Valley come whileRIG
HT LAND AT f40 Per Acre.
40, 80 or 160 acre block of this WATER
We are sole agents for this property at Hagerroan.

rights at

& H ALONE,
WARREN
HAGERflAN, N. fl.

n u r ray &

Sanger;

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS.

TbW cau build you anything from a Chicken Coop to a
Business Block. Get their estimates before building.
They, will save you money. Their work is the beet.

Shop on East and Street.

i
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o

i

.
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among ourselves.
Such growth In
power as this nation has seen during

By

J.

M. RE ID,

Deputy.

He r

214 North Main.

bers changed will please notify chief
09 t3.

operator at once.
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Spring

With both : the older and younger
to entertain, hardly a more
First M. E. Church.
Services every Sunday in the Odd
successful attraction could have been
devised than was the social session Fellows' Hall, the first stairway south
the Grand Central Hotel.
at the Roswell Commercial Clnb last of Sunday
school 9:45 a. m.
evening, when the committee of la
Sermon 11 a. m. Subject "Chrisdies on entertainment planned and tian Hope."
Epworth League, 6:30 p. m.
carried out a picture contest, follow
Sermon 7:30 p. m.
ed by a dance.
All are Invited to any of the above
people

An audience

that completely

filled services.
and drawing? room at

the large parlor
the Club had assembled by
when ihe program of the

9

o'clock,
evening

was announced by Count Martini-Ma- n
cini. The pictures were the feature
of the evening, being given on an
stage, with the auditor
improvised
ium darkened. The pictures each rep
resented the title to some well known
book and were carried out as fol
lows:
"Reveries of a Bachelor" Count
Martini.
"Under Two Flags" Miss Maude
Keller.
"Choir Invisible." All (behind the

stage.)
"The

Yellow

Van," Miss

rSuits

WM. REACE. Pastor.

At the Christian Church.
Regular services morning and evening. At the eleven o'clock service
Mrs. J. E. McClane will sing. "O Dry
Those Tears." The pastor will preach
on the subject, "Enemies of the
Cross."
The evening subject will be "Con
version." being the first of a series
of Sunday evening sermons on that
subject. Miss Eunice Trlckey will
sing, "The Church Across the Way."

The Woman's Home Mission Society of the M." E.- church. South, was
royally entertained at the home of
Mrs. J. A. Cottingham yesterday afternoon. The hostess proved herself
very able in the manner in which she
entertained. A short program was
rendered by the members, after which
they, repaired to the dining room
where a dainty luncheon was served.
About thirty were present, and all
left feeling glad they were workers
in the society. Among the visitors
present were: Mrs. Campbell. Mrs.
Hamilton, Mrs. Gee, Mrs. James. Mrs.
Norfleet, Mrs. Wheelock, Mrs. White,
Mrs. Pearce.
.

,

Misa Mary Laidley entertained a
few. of ber friends at her home, 400
Lea aVenue. High five and whist were
played after which Salmon Souffle
was served rom the chafing dish,
with wafers and olives. The guests
were:" Dr. and Mrs. Phillips.
Miss
Littlefield. Miss Farris. Mr. Howard.
Wilson. Mr. Fred Miller, Mr. Norval
Randolph. Capt. McWhorter.

m

m

The first Flush of
Spring Millinery...- -
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this first glimpse reveals themare not only different
from those of other yearsdifferent from one another, also the jaunty Walking Hats, Turbans,
Togues, Flares and Napoleon shapes, engaging new effects, latest colors, latest models, varied w
m
enough to become all
or to be trimmed.
m
The New Shirtwaists we placed on sale are made of Fancy Madras, solid color ginghams and
9)
Striped Waistings, prices range from 75c to $2.00.
The New Spring Hats have

ili
ili
ili
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ili
ili

arrived-a-

women-readyto-w-

Ui

-

great success.

(?'

l

0

Margaret Pat

The right place
for the correct)
styles at the correct price.
Lookers are welcome as well as
buyers.

ear

MORRISON
313-3V-

;
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We prepay express charges on packages value $5.00 or over to all towns
Pexter, Hagerman, Lake Arthur, Artesia, McMillan and Carlsbad.

'

at
WANTED. At once a milliner
Gits store. Must be up to date
understand making. None other
need apply. Mrs. Etta Hawkins.
George Crippen, who has been' here
prospecting and decided to locate,
left this morning for Crowley, La,,
from where he will bring his family
;r: '.
to Roswell.
John Schrock, H. I. Doty, Bob Faulk
ner. Judge McCrary and J. O .Walling were among those from Artesla
who spent the day in the big town
of the Valley.
C. W. Merchant, of Abilene, Texas,
who has been here visiting his daughter, Mrs. Ed Seay, left yesterday afternoon for Carlsbad, where he has
land interests.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gingery, of Garrett, Ind., came in this morning from
Dexter, where they have been visiting relatives. They will leave shortly
for their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Embrey came
up from Dexter this morning on their
All kinds of fresh meats at the way to their old home in Garrett, Ind.,
from where they are going to move
Star Market.
3t3
household goods to Dexter, havtheir
J. Bartholomew came up from Lake ing located
there recently.
Arthur this morning.
Mrs. E. Jones came up from Lake
Artnnr this morning.
J. C. Elliott, of Artesla, was a vis
itor In the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Benson came up
from Artesla this morning.
Three rooms for rent on Pecos ave.
Inquire at Payton Drug Co.
3t3
J. W. Stockard has returned from
a few days' visi In Carlsbad.
Mrs. R. V. Hortenstetn. nf Hrrhinl
Park, was a shopper In Roswell today.
All the bie sellers In latest fiction
just received. Ingersoll's Book store.
U..Jfa.M
WANTED. To hire a good work
horse for a few weeks. Box 374 3t
A C1ECK BOOK
C. L. Hlgday returned this morn
ing from a business visit in Lake Ar- means a whole lot to its owner.
It
thur.
means his" money is in a safe place,
F. R. Stevenson left this morning free from all daneer of theft or fire.
for his home in Oklahoma City. He It means the respect of those with
whom, you deal. It means an inr
will return later.
crease In your own self respect. It
Miss Mabel Patterson returned this means the ability to travel or buy
morning from a week's
visit with
having to. carry a lot of mon

LOCAL NEWS,
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Quiet elegance is the key note of the present showing of New Spring Suits. Every pronounced
il) idea of the season and every authoritative style is represented.
We shall be pleased to show
l
ib them to you.
Stylish women would never think of buying a garment without first consulting our
l
They know that if it's new it's here; therefore, they all come here, and usually find just m
l stock.
0 what they want. So come and join the crowds.

Laura

four-piec-

A

ft

w

Bible school 9:40 a. m.
Christian Endeavor. 6:30 p. m.
Choir rehearsal 6:30 p. m. tonight.
Tou are cordially Invited to attend
any or all of our services.
Cf C. HILL. Minister.

M. E. Church South.
Morning subject, "Rest."
7:30 p. m. subject, "The Greatest
Thing in the World." an address by
"Black Beauty," Miss Bettie Ogle Judge Augustine M. Campbell." All
men, especially the lawyers of the
"Masquerador." Klwin Bedfll.
town, are cordially invited. Visitors
"The Woman V.'.i:;:." iliss Laura and strangers
welcomed at all serv
Hedgcoxe.
ices. Good music tomorrow.
S. R. TWITTY, Pastor.
"Red Axe." Misa r.rfith Farris.
"Looking
Backward," Miss Bettie
Ogle.
Catholic Church Services.
Qulnquageslma Sunday. Two
"Ruler of Kings," Miss Laura Hedgwill be celebrated tomorrow in the
coxe.
Chapel, southeast corner Main and
"Ivanhoe," Stanley Norvell.
Deming streets. South Roswell.
It was the part of the guests to
The first mass will be celebrated
guess the names of the books repre at 7:30.
The second mass at 10:00. Sermon
sented, each person having been pro- during
last mass.
vided with card and pencil. Mrs. May
Lenten regulations will be publish
N. Smith, of San Antonio, Tex., prov- ed during both masses.
FR. HERBERT.
ed to be the "best read" and the most
a
clever of all the ladies present In
Protestant Episcopal Church.
that she guessed the largest number
Services at St. Andrew's Hall Fifth
of titles correctly. She was given a street,
as follows:
cut glass dish. Mr. W. G. Hamilton
Morning prayer and sermon at 11.
gave the largest number correctly
Evening prayer and sermon at 7:30
Sunday school at 9:45. a. m.
among the gentlemen and was given
Being Qulnquageslma, the offertory
a silver match safe. It was decided
the morning service will be given
that Miss Maude Keller gave the at
to the Clergy relief fund, according
best characterization of "all those on to the recommendation of the Gen
the program, and she was awarded eral Convention.
The subject of the morning sermon
as a prize a hand painted cup and
be "The Lights of Humanity."
saucer. Master Stanley Norvell and will
The subject of the sermon at
Count Martini were close seconds
prayer will be "The Divine Re
quirements."
and given special mention.
GEORGE HINSON, Rector.
At intervals in the picture contest
'
entertaining musical numbers were
Baptist Church.
Mr. Stevens sang the
introduced.
Sunday school,' 10:00 a. m. Super
beautiful song, "If I Were a Rose,"
Jas. M. Powell.
in a pleasing manner. Mrs. W. L. intendent,
Junior Union 2:30 p. m. Leader,
Hill Tendered a beautiful vocal solo, Willie Davis.
highly entertaining all, and Master
B. Y. P. U.. 6:30 p. m. Leader Miss
Stanley Norvell, while dressed as a Edna Swanson. Subject, "The Mak
negro lad with hoe in hand, sang a ing of a Christian."
"coon song" that was encored until
he had to respond.
Presbyterian Church.
At the close of the program dancServices at the Presbyterian church
ing in the hall was announced and Sabbath
morning at eleven and even
the young people proceeded to amuse ing at 7:30.
themselves at this diversion until a
C. E. at 6:30 p. m.
late hour, some of the older people
Sunday school at 9:45 as usual.
remaining to watch the dancers. The
pulpit will be occupied both
The
music was rendered by the Axelson morning and evening by the Rev. Mr.
e
orchestra, which had ent- Gilbert McWhirter, who is spending
ertained the audience both before the winter in Roswell for the benefit
and after the rendition of the regular of his health. Mr. McWhirter is an
program.
old acquaintance of the former pas
The great success of the entertain- tor Mr. Gardiner while
Canada.
ment is due almost entirely to the The pastor hopes for a goodin congrega
efforts of the ladies' committee in tion to greet him.
charge, composed of Mrs. Poe, Mrs.
McGaffey. Mrs. Kellahin and Mrs. W.
W. Ogle. The ladies have the thanks
of all the clubmen and those who
were so cleverly entertained Friday X
evening. Count Martini and Secretary Graham of the Club also deserve
mention for their valuable assistance
in making the entertainment such a

Meredith,"
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Announcements,
Calling Cajrds,
Business Cards,
Programmes,
Invitations,

l

ine Record

Sfl

that neede repairing or
or anything in
the line of Jewelry, bring it in. If we can't repair or mend it you I si as well put it awny. All
work is done at home None soot out of town.
All work guaranteed firstclass at
re-i-ett- in

--
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Office. 4Q2 Hoin

If yon have a fine watch
Diamond that' needs

,

GEO. W. ZINKVjoaS
OFFICIAL SANTA FE WATCrt INSPECTOR.
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Miss Sadie Martin was pleasantly
surprised last, evening by having a
score of her young friends cal at her
home at the corner of Lea avenue
o
i.-ey about with yon.
and Alameda street for an evening friends at Artesla.
Rheumatism.
Invaluable'
for
party. Her friends had learned that FOR SALE One second hand bicy
The Citizens National Bank
she had recently ' passed into her
cle, cheap. Apply to Joe Jones at
suffering
for the past
I had been
eighteenth year, although she bad no
invites yon to become a check book
C. M. Bird's office.
severe
attack of
years
a
with
few
very easy.
seventeenth birthday, aa she was
Fred B. Stephenson, came in yester owner. It's
and found that Ballard's
rheumatism
born on Feb.' 29th and ia a "Leap day
afternoon from Oklahoma City
Year" girl, and knowing that she was
Liniment was the only thing
Citizens National
Bank, Snowgave
entitled to a birthday, they gave her for a business visit in the city.
me satisfaction and tended
that
James 0"Dell. of Albuquerque, ar
a party. .,
Corner 4th & Main Streets.
my pains. March 24th,
to
alleviate
was
spent
evening
pleasantly
afternoon-yesterday
to
rived
visit
The
Cj
Degnan, Kinsman, III.
1902.
John
game.
guessing
a
In
which friends and look after business.
playing
Cleaning
Pressing
Pecos Valley Drug
25c,
60c
Repairing
$1.00
and
Miss Carlyn Shaver won as a prize
Hopkins,
F. L.
of Lakewood, secre
a pin tray, and Lewis Smith won a tary
Company.
of. the Four Mile Irrigation Cabox of candy. The 'serving a,of Ice nal Company,
KOLLINGBERY
came up this morning
very for a short visit.
cream and cake concluded
t
;
young
Good Sidewalks, Clair & Petty.
people.
happy evening for the
TAILOR
wCI pay you to have James Clair
The party was a complete success, Mrs. C. M. Bird was pleasantly
It
today bv the arrival of her un
both In Its surprise for. Miss
Shop
;
your
Harness
do
Over
cement work. Fourteen years
Amooett's
and for the enjoyment of the young J cle. Alfred Rhodes, of LovLngton, 111., Salts Made to Order from 16.00 up. experience.
05ti
who la here or a visit.
.
people.
.

BROS

will prompt-

and without
argument return
your money if
your purchase
does not please
in every way

Main Street.

J

The Roswell Wool and Hide Co. dis
solved partnership on Feb. 25th. All
flo(innt
unattlor1 at that limp nrp
due and must be paid at once to Hurd
3t3
& Hill.
HURD & HILL.
The train from the south today was
delayed two hours on account of an
obstruction on the bridge over Black
rivt-rA car loaded with a section
to pass the bridge
hor.sa was
Miss Nell Coffy arrives home today from her extended trip east. She
left liere the last of December, and
after visiting home folks at San Antonio during January, went to New
York to prepare herself for her work
as head milliner at the Joyce-Prui- t
store.
Dexter sent its usual large crowd
of shoppers to Roswell today, the
following being among those who
came up: M. Schloss, H. Elrick, R.
Moshier. A. E. Macey, T. W. Hamer,
H. Birney. H. Hoover.
Amos Hair,
Fred Higgins. W. Challand, I. H. Ell
iott. John J. Sherman, N. S. Sweeney
and O. V. Putnam.
Miss Agnes E. Doyle is preparing
to open a studio at her home. 1309
N. Kentucky avenue, where she will
conduct classes In oil and water colors and China painting. Miss Doyle
is a graduate of the Art Insitute of
Chicago and has had several years
of experience as a teacher in that
city. She Is prepared to take orders
for both portrait and decorative work
d&wlt
in any medium desired
Mrs. C. A. Baker gave a one o'clock
dinner at her home on Lea avenue
yesterday, complimentary to Mrs. H.
J. Wall. It was an informal affair, but
most delightful in every feature. The
dinner itself was served in tour courses and was an elegant one. Mrs.
Wall, Mrs. Fred Hunt. Mrs. C. A.
Norvell, Mrs. Jas. Garrard and Mrs.
W. C. Burros were the guests. This
was the first of a number of social
functions that are to be given as fare
wells to Mrs. Wall before she leaves
about the first of April for her future
home in Twin City, Idaho. When she
leaves 4eewetMrs.r Wall will leave
a "wide circle of warm friends whose
best wishes will follow her inuher
rnew home, f
i' '
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You

want a medicine the doctors approve

Aycr's Cherry Pectoral is not a simple cough syrup. It is a
strong medicine, a doctor's medicine. It cures hard cases,
sev'ere and desperate cases, chronic cases of asthma, pleurisy,
bronchitis, consumntion; -- Ask voijr doctor shout fii
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